Global Energy Security Implications of a Potential US Strategic Pivot Away From The CENTCOM AOR
Disclaimer
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Big Picture Themes

1) How should US balance hard power assets between strategically vital regions?

2) Hydrocarbon supply and demand patterns continue to shift dramatically
   A. World energy structure poised to remain carbon-centric for at least the next decade, probably longer
   B. Carter Doctrine 3.0—Assessing a Possible Re-Think of U.S. role vis-à-vis the Gulf Region

3) U.S. oil and gas production has boomed—but U.S. has strong reasons for staying engaged in CENTCOM AOR as a stability provider and an oil & gas protector

4) “End of History” worldview unravelling fast
   A. Great power competition is back
   B. And so is nationalism and ideological competition
   C. How to balance (largely) shared economic interest in free transit of global maritime commons with the reality that the United States’ Near Peer Competitor and many secondary powers seek to restrict transit near their shores?
   D. How can the U.S. and its allies effectively respond?

5) Shifting hard power assets between CENTCOM and other regions (first and foremost PACOM) may entail serious real world opportunity costs
Shifting US Policy Toward the Gulf Region? Are We Seeing Carter Doctrine 3.0 Emerge?

“Let our position be absolutely clear: An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of the United States of America, and such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.”

—President Jimmy Carter, 1980 State of the Union Address

*Main Focus: USSR, Iran*

*Main Focus: Iran, Iraq*

*Main Focus: Iran, non-state actors, regional stability.*

---
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In his 1980 State of the Union address, President Jimmy Carter introduced the now-legendary “Carter Doctrine,” saying:

“Let our position be absolutely clear: An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of the United States of America, and such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.”

—President Jimmy Carter, 1980 State of the Union Address

**INTRODUCTION**

In his 1980 State of the Union address, President Jimmy Carter introduced the now-legendary “Carter Doctrine,” saying:

“Let our position be absolutely clear: An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of the United States of America, and such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.”

—President Jimmy Carter, 1980 State of the Union Address

**THE EVOLUTION OF THE CARTER DOCTRINE SINCE 1980**

The relationship between the United States and Gulf oil has evolved in important ways since President Carter’s 1980 address. Carter’s Doctrine was primarily designed to prevent the Soviet Union from establishing a military presence in the Persian Gulf.

**WASHINGTON CONTINUES TO INVEST IN REGIONAL SECURITY AS THE GULF OIL SECURITY REMAINS A CONCERN**

Washington continues to invest in regional security as the Gulf oil security remains a concern. The policy focus on regional security in the Gulf oil sector is multifaceted. The Administration's emphasis on regional security highlights the importance of maintaining stability in the Gulf region for the continued flow of crude oil exports.
Carter Doctrine 3.0 And The 2017 US National Security Strategy

Stated Goals

- Middle East: “The United States seeks a Middle East that is not a safe haven or breeding ground for jihadist terrorists, not dominated by any power hostile to the United States, and that contributes to a stable global energy market.” — NSS, Page 48

- Indo-Pacific: “A geopolitical competition between free and repressive visions of world order is taking place in the Indo-Pacific region.” — NSS (Page 45)

How We Purport to Get There (Military and Security Priority Actions)

- Middle East: “We will retain the necessary American military presence in the region to protect the United States and our allies from terrorist attacks and preserve a favorable regional balance of power.” — NSS (Pages 49-50)

- Indo-Pacific: “We will maintain a forward military presence capable of deterring and, if necessary, defeating any adversary.” — NSS (Page 47)

The Looming Question: How to Most Effectively Operationalize The Stated Objectives And What Should We Be Thinking About As We Undertake That Formidable Process?

Thinking the drivers through gives a better chance of retaining strategic coherence and re-assuring allies of US intentions and credibility in multiple key regions.
Thinking About Evolving Oil Trade Patterns and Supply Security

- The Western Hemisphere has become much more important as a source of tradable oil supplies, although two of its main producers (Mexico and Venezuela) are deeply impacted by above-the-ground challenges that impede resource development.
- Russia and the Middle East have also increased output to meet global demand.
- Economically and geologically speaking, Middle Eastern producers will be the “last barrels standing.”

- The Eastern Hemisphere dominates oil demand increases, especially since the 2008 GFC.
- China, and to a lesser extent, India, have been the dominant oil demand growth engines.
- Indeed, China has for a decade and running functioned as a global “oil consumer of last resort.”
US Liquids Production Has Boomed But Obstacles to Future Growth Loom

**US Field Production of Crude Oil, ‘000 Bpd**

Source: EIA

**Decline Profile of High-Grade Permian Basin Wellpad**

Source: NM OCD, Author’s Analysis
Will the so-called “shale revolution” allow the United States to disengage from the Persian Gulf? A rich body of scholarship argues that since the United States no longer depends on imports of Gulf oil, it can extricate itself from the region militarily and even disengage politically with minimal negative repercussions. The United States cannot, in fact, afford to radically downsize its footprint in the Persian Gulf in the immediate future.

A stout U.S. military deterrent to those who might threaten oil and gas flows from the Gulf does not guarantee stable prices, but it helps reduce the risk of both damaging...
Despite a Domestic Oil Production Boom and Lower Reliance on Imports, the US Remains Deeply Interconnected With Global Oil Markets

- Yet US domestic gasoline prices—the place where consumer wallets are most quickly and intensely impacted—remained just as sensitive to oil price movements.
- Even if the US can become a net exporter of crude oil—which is an uncertain prospect—it will nevertheless face the certainty of remaining tied into the global oil market, and thus exposed to price impacts of geopolitical events in the CENTCOM region.

Source: Bloomberg, BP Statistical Review of World Energy
Becoming a Shale-Based PetroPower Introduces New Political Dynamics For the US

One economic cycle does not make a trend. But nonetheless, the timing shift in the relationship between the latest major crude oil price decline and the subsequent movement in US industrial production certainly catches one’s attention. Why? Because the shale boom may be creating a new paradigm for the US industrial economy.

Crude oil price declines may now actually depress aggregate industrial activity in the United States. If that proves to be the case, it would represent a profound departure from more than 70 years of prior economic history.

This matters a lot because US economic policy will likely have to become more nuanced—it’s no longer simply about hoping for low energy prices and affordable gasoline at the pump. If you’re in the long shale value chain and lose your job, you might rather have higher oil (and gasoline) prices but still have the well-paying job you previously enjoyed.

Source: EIA, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Author’s Analysis
Producers in the CENTCOM AOR Underpin Global Oil Supplies

Over the past 25 years, the CENTCOM AOR has accounted for at least 30% of global oil supplies.

Saudi Arabia alone has accounted for an average of 13% of global oil supplies during that time, making it the largest global supplier.

An outage in the Kingdom would severely rattle the global economy.

Despite recent focus on shale, long-cycle barrels remain vitally important to global oil supply security.

Oil prices are influenced by factors outside US control (spare production capacity among major suppliers; rates of demand growth; inventories; geopolitics; natural disasters).

Even full self-sufficiency in oil would not remove U.S. exposure to events in Middle East.

An significant outage in the CENTCOM region/Middle East will influence US prices no matter where America’s oil is sourced.

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy
Thinking About Oil and Energy Security

Protecting assets against determined state adversaries is very difficult.

Policy solutions encompass multiple domains. Many of these potential threat events—particularly the highest impact ones—are best resolved through proactive diplomacy and passive resilience measures. Energy security is inherently a multi-national enterprise that involves a broad range of commercial and governmental actors.
Potential adversaries’ capabilities have improved dramatically since the last major round of specifically energy-focused security operations in the Gulf Region.
These Shifts Make Tradeoff Decisions Much Tougher

Credible Defenses Against “Baseline” Non-State Threats to Oil Shipping

Credible Defenses Against “Enhanced” Non-State Threats to Oil Shipping

Credible Defenses Against Abqaiq-Style Attacks

Source: Piracy Report

Source: USNI (USS Mason, DDG 87)

Source: USAF

Source: WSJ
What Might Have Been...And What Could Be

- Expenditures of blood and treasure in a complex, geographically remote region can be tough to justify to the American public when the measuring stick is, in effect, “what didn’t happen.”

- Or...perhaps a beefed up presence deters what could otherwise become an “Abqaiq-plus attack.”
  - Imagine if the launching party in a future event decides to target the storage tanks and the Ras al-Tanura loading facility?
  - Imagine if the attacker did a “double tap” strike with a follow up once damage control and repair efforts began? There is a degree of nuance here—if a subsequent wave (or waves) of missiles landed just outside facility boundaries, this would be enormously disruptive. Aramco employees and first responders would likely keep working. But what about critical foreign contractors repairing spheroidal separators and other unique, sometimes single-source parts? Would they stay on the job under fire?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Pre-empt security challenges by deterring adversaries</td>
<td>• Impacts on training and operational focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enhance regional stability by re-assuring allies that we are a reliable shield</td>
<td>• Contingencies and ideal force structures very different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <em>Can this genie be put back in the bottle after Yemen war?</em></td>
<td>• Wear and tear on personnel and morale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Underpin oil &amp; gas export supply stability that ultimately benefits entire global economy</td>
<td>• Diplomatic and local political impacts of US forward deployments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CENTCOM forward deployments are generally much more politically sensitive for host countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Spreading forces between Gulf, East Asia, and European area reduces US forces’ ability to keep assets armed, fueled, and near the fight, especially in higher-intensity combat scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• This likely makes our “dissuade and deter” posture less effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Platform wear &amp; tear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• B-1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Surface combatants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Even “Lower Intensity” Operations Still Exact a Toll in Materiel, Human Capacity, and Platform Wear

Aerial Weapons Releases Reported by CENTCOM, 2013-2019 (Through September)

Source: CENTCOM (weapons releases), Midland Reporter-Telegram (B-1B image)
Future Policy Priorities

1. Tying means to ends
   A. US—and allied—combat power are fungible but finite.
   B. What are US core competencies?
   C. What about our allies and partners?
   D. Where do we most effectively backfill for each other? And where do our interests align and diverge?

2. Considering new regional approaches that better foster security over long term
   A. Prime example—relationship with Iran in the Gulf region. US is unique as a large power external player in the Gulf region because we have explicitly chosen sides in the conflict between multiple Arab states and Iran. There is a 40-year history here. What is the best path moving forward? If a core US national interest is secure energy flows, future détente with Tehran could greatly facilitate achieving the objective. But what happens on counter-terror and hostage fronts and what are the potential consequences for our regional relationships? Did the JCPOA entry process already effectively cause lasting alienation and weakening of regional allies’ trust in the US? If so, perhaps the upfront diplomatic costs of détente with Iran are lower than commonly thought. And finally, how many years could a thawing process take and is it even possible with Iran’s current clerical governance structure?

3. Situating the Gulf and CENTCOM region within the broader US global portfolio of security interests
   A. Will the US adopt a more confrontational approach toward China? Will there be a call for additional hard power assets from EUCOM in light of Russian threats?
   B. What approaches will we emphasize and what should we emphasize?
Thank you!


